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 .Symplectic resp. orthogonal Schur functors are defined on a vector space V
 .with a non-degenerate skew-symmetric resp. symmetric bilinear form. Each of
 .   ..these functors determines an irreducible representation of sp V resp. so V .
We prove that if dim V is sufficiently large, then the splitting into irreducible
 .components of the composition of a symplectic orthogonal Schur functor and an
ordinary Schur functor applied to V is independent of dim V. We also prove the
 .stability of the branching for the symplectic orthogonal Schur functors. Q 1997
Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
Con¨ention. All vector spaces, Lie algebras, and their representations
are considered over the complex numbers. Given a partition l s l G1
.l G ??? G l ) 0 we say that k is the length of l, and we denote it by2 k
 . k < <d l . We call  l the weight of l, and we denote it by l . We also sayis1 i
< <  w x.that l is a partition of l cf. 3, I.1 .
Each partition l determines a Schur functor S which associates to al
 .vector space V an irreducible sl V -module S V, and each irreduciblel
 .representation of sl V can be obtained in this way. This allows us to
define a group homomorphism of representation rings
t : R sl ¨ R sl .  .n n1 2
whenever n F n by sending the representation of sl corresponding to1 2 n1
a partition l to the representation of sl corresponding to the samen2
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partition. Using t one can compare the decomposition into irreducible
 .components in R sl for different n.n
 .A functor F which associates to a vector space V a representation F V
 .  .of sl V is called stable if the decomposition of F V into irreducible
components is independent of dim V provided that dim V is sufficiently
large. One can similarly define stability with respect to V [ V and1 2
 .  . .  .  .sl V [ sl V . The stability of the functors S S V and S V [ V1 2 m l n 1 2
w xis a classical result 1 .
In this paper we prove similar stability results for the symplectic and
orthogonal Schur functors. We first state the results in the symplectic case.
Let V be a vector space with a non-degenerate skew-symmetric bilinear
form. A symplectic Schur functor S associates to V an irreduciblel:
 .  .representation of sp V . As in the case of sl V this allows us to
 .compare the decomposition into irreducible components in R sp forn
different n.
 . < <  .THEOREM cf. Theorem 7 . If 2 m d l F dim V, then the decomposi-
 .  .tion of the sp V -module S S V into irreducible components is indepen-m l:
dent of dim V.
Let V , i s 1, 2, be vector spaces with non-degenerate skew-symmetrici
bilinear forms.
 .  .THEOREM cf. Theorem 8 . The decomposition of S V [ V as an : 1 2
 .  .  .sp V [ sp V -module does not depend on dim V , i s 1, 2, when 2d n1 2 i
 4  .F min dim V , and it does not depend on dim V pro¨ided that 2d n Fi 1
dim V when dim V is fixed.1 2
Now we state the results in the orthogonal case. They are identical to
those in the symplectic case. Let W, W , and W be vector spaces with1 2
non-degenerate symmetric bilinear forms, and S be the orthogonalw lx
Schur functor associated to l.
< <  .THEOREM. If 2 m d l F dim W, then the decomposition of the
 .  .so W -module S S W into irreducible components is independent ofm w lx
dim W.
 .  .THEOREM. The decomposition of S W [ W as a so W [wn x 1 2 1
 .  .so W -module does not depend on dim W , i s 1, 2, pro¨ided 2d n F2 i
 4  .min dim V , and it does not depend on dim W pro¨ided that 2d n Fi 1
dim W when dim W is fixed.1 2
The only difference between the symplectic and the orthogonal cases is
that in the latter case the orthogonal Schur functors describe a subring of
the representation ring rather than the whole ring. However, all represen-
tations which we consider in this note can be decomposed into irreducible
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components inside these subrings, and the difference above creates no
difficulties. The proofs in the orthogonal case are identical to those in the
symplectic case, and therefore will be omitted.
The theorems above are a part of the mathematical folklore, but I am
not aware of a relevant reference. The primary motivation for writing this
w xpaper is an article of Richard Hain 2, Sect. 6 . He uses the stability of the
composition for the symplectic Schur functors in the study of the Torelli
Lie algebras.
This paper has the following structure. In the first two sections we recall
relevant facts concerning stability in the representation rings of the special
linear and symplectic Lie algebras. In the next two sections we use these
 .facts to prove the stability of the composition plethysm and branching for
the symplectic Schur functors.
1. CLASSICAL SCHUR FUNCTORS
For each partition l of d one can define the corresponding Young
w xsymmetrizer c lying in the group ring of the symmetric group S 1, p. 46 .l d
The Schur functor S takes a vector space V to the image of c :l l
S V s Im c : V md ª V md . .l l
 .Let n be the dimension of V. Then the sl -modules S V with d l - nn l
are in one-to-one correspondence with the equivalence classes of irre-
w x  4ducible representations of sl 1, Proposition 15.15 . We denote by e ,n l
 .  . .d l - n, the corresponding additive basis of R sl .n
Now we list several stability properties of this representation ring. In
order to do this we need to introduce a partial order on the set of all
partitions. We say that m F l if m F l for all i, and m - l if in additioni i
m - l for some i. We also adopt a convention that the value of a functori i
on an element of a representation ring is determined by the value of this
functor on the corresponding representation.
w x < <  .PROPOSITION 1 1, Example 6.17; 3, I.8 . If m d l - n, then
S e s C e , 1.1 .  .m l lmn n
 . < <  .n : d n F m d l
where C are integers independent of n.lmn
Fix an inclusion sl [ sl ¨ sl . It induces the restriction homo-l m lqm
morphism
r : R sl ª R sl [ sl .  .lqm l m
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 X Y 4  .  .commuting with the Schur functors. Let e e , d l - l, d m - m, be anl m
 .additive basis of R sl [ sl whose elements correspond to irreduciblel m
representations.
w x  .  4PROPOSITION 2 1, p. 80 . If d n - min l, m , then
1.2 r e s S eX q eY s M eX eY , .  .  . n n 1. 1. lmn l m
l, m : lFn , mFn
where M are Littlewood]Richardson coefficients and they do not dependlmn
 .on l, m. If m is fixed and d n F l, then
1.3 r e s S eX q eY s M X eX eY , .  .  . n n 1. 1. lmn l m
 .l , m : lFn , d m -m
where M X are integers independent of l.lmn
 4Another ingredient we will need is the transition from the basis e ofl
  ..R sl V to the basis corresponding to the products of the symmetric
powers. We denote by SymlV the tensor product
Syml1V m Syml2V m ??? m SymlkV ,
 .where l is a partition l , l , . . . , l .1 2 k
We also introduce a lexicographic ordering on the set of partitions of the
same weight: we say that m $ l if the first non-vanishing l y m isi i
positive.
w x  .PROPOSITION 3 1, p. 86; 3, I.6.5 . There is an isomorphism of sl V -
modules
SymlV ( S V [ K S V ,[l ml m /
< < < <m : m s l , m$l
where K are non-negati¨ e integers independent of dim V.ml
 .This implies that the transition matrix K is unitriangular, andml
therefore invertible over the integers.
2. SYMPLECTIC SCHUR FUNCTORS
Suppose that a vector space V of dimension n s 2 p carries a non-
 :degenerate skew-symmetric form , . This form determines a contrac-
tion V md ª V mdy2. for each two distinct factors of the tensor product.
Let V d: : V md be the intersection of the kernels of all these contrac-
tions.
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w xDEFINITION 4 1, pp. 263]264 . The symplectic Schur functor Sl:
  :.associates to a pair V, , the sp -module2 p
S V s V d: l S V s Im c : V d: ª V d: . .l: l l
 .The symplectic Schur functor S V vanishes if and only if d l ) p.l:
There is a one-to-one correspondence between irreducible representations
w xof sp and partitions whose length is bounded by p 1, Theorem 17.11 .2 p
 4  .Let f , d l F p, be an additive basis of the representation ringl
 .R sp whose generator f corresponds to the irreducible representation2 p l
S V.l:
 .The following proposition shows that the multiplication in R sp is2 p
stable. The restrictions on the index of summation n come from properties
of Littlewood]Richardson numbers. These are the integers M fromlmn
.Proposition 2.
w x  .  .PROPOSITION 5 1, p. 424; 4, Sect. 4 . If d l q d m F n, then
f f s N f ,l m lmn n
< < < < < <  .  .  .n : n F l q m , d n Fd l qd m
where N are non-negati¨ e integers independent of n.lmn
An inclusion of Lie algebras sp ¨ sl induces the restriction homo-2 p 2 p
s  .  .morphism f : R sl ª R sp of their representation rings.2 p 2 p
w x  .PROPOSITION 6 1, p. 427; 4, Sect. 5 . If d l F p, then
f s e s f q L f , . l l lm m
m-l
where L are non-negati¨ e integers independent of n.lm
3. PLETHYSM OF SYMPLECTIC SCHUR FUNCTORS
In this section we prove that the composition of a symplectic Schur
functor and a Schur functor decomposes stably as a representation of the
symplectic group. We keep the notation of the previous sections.
< <  .THEOREM 7. If m d l F p, then
S f s P f , . m l lmn n
 . < <  .n : d n F m d l
where P are integers independent of p.lmn
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Proof. First we prove by induction a special case of the theorem when
 . a .m s a for some integer a. That is, we want to show that Sym f sl
 .  . P f , where the index n varies over partitions with d n F ad l ,n la.n n
and the integers P are independent of p.la.n
 .The assertion is clearly satisfied for all pairs a, l where a s 0, 1. We
 .assume that the assertion is true for all pairs a , l such that a F a,1 1 1
l F l, and at least one of these inequalities is strict, and prove that the1
 .assertion is also true for the pair a, l .
s  .  .We apply the restriction homomorphism f : R sl ª R sp to the2 p 2 p
 .equality 1.1 . Using Proposition 6 one gets that
Syma f q L f s C L f .  l ll l la.n nn n1 1 1 1 / /
n Fnl -l  .  .n : d n Fad l 11
 .The coefficients of the right hand side do not depend on p as d n F
 .ad l F p. The left hand side can be written as
a
a ayi iSym f q Sym f Sym L f . .  . l l ll l1 1 /
is1 l -l1
By the induction hypothesis and Proposition 5 the coefficients of
Symay i f and Symi L f . l ll l1 1 /
l -l1
a .do not depend on p. Thus we conclude that the coefficients of Sym f ,l
i.e., the integers P , do not depend on p. The property P / 0 only ifla.n la.n
 .  .d n F ad l is clear.
Taking the tensor products of symmetric powers and using Proposition 5
< <  .again, one immediately derives that if m d l F p, then
Sym m f s PX f , . l lmn n
 . < <  .n : d n F m d l
where the integers PX are independent of p.lmn
The last step is to relate the symmetric functors and the Schur functors
 . m1 .using Proposition 3. One can express S f through Sym f such thatm l l
< < < <  .m s m because the transition matrix K is unitriangular. This1 mm1
implies that the integers P are independent of p and vanish whenlmn
 . < <  .d n ) m d l .
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4. RESTRICTION OF SYMPLECTIC SCHUR FUNCTORS
Let V and V be two complex vector spaces of dimensions 2 l and 2m,1 2
 :  :respectively, with non-degenerate skew-symmetric forms , and , .1 2
 :  :  :Then the form , s , q , on V [ V is also non-degenerate1 2 1 2
and skew-symmetric. The direct sum determines an inclusion sp [ sp2 l 2 m
; sp , where p s l q m, and therefore the restriction homomorphism2 p
r s : R sp ª R sp [ sp . .  .2 p 2 l 2 m
 .  X Y4  .  .The ring R sp [ sp has an additive basis f f , d l - l, d m F m,2 l 2 m l m
such that the element f X f Y corresponds to the irreducible representationl m
S V G S V .l: 1  m: 2
 .  4THEOREM 8. If d n F min l, m , then
r s f s Q f X f Y , . n lmn l m
l, m : l , mFn
where the Q are integers independent of l, m.lmn
 .If m is fixed, and d n F l, then
r s f s QX f X f Y , . n lmn l m
 .l , m : lFn , d m Fm
where the QX are integers independent of l.lmn
Proof. We will treat both cases simultaneously, and prove the theorem
 .by induction on n . The assertion is clear when n is empty of n s 1 . We
assume that the statement of the theorem is true for all n 9 - n , and prove
the theorem for n 9 s n .
Apply the restriction homomorphism
f s m f s : R sl [ sl ª R sp [ sp .  .2 l 2 m 2 l 2 m
 .  .to 1.2 and 1.3 . Using Proposition 6 one gets
r s f q L r s f s M L f X L f Y .  .   n n n n lmn ll l mm m1 1 1 1 1 1 / /
n -n m Fml , mFn l Fl1 11
 .  4in case d n F min l, m , and
r s f q L r s f s M X L f X LX f Y .  .   n n n n lmn ll l mm m1 1 1 1 1 1 /  /
n -n lFn , m l Fl  .d m Fm1 1 1
 .in case m is fixed, and d n F l.
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 .The coefficients of the right hand side are independent of l, m resp. l
 .  .  .  .as d l F d n F l, and in the first case in addition d m F d n F m.1 1
s .  .The coefficients of  L r f are independent of l, m resp. l byn - n n n n1 1 1 s .the induction hypothesis. This implies that the coefficients of r f , thatn
 X .  .is, the integers Q resp. Q , are independent of l, m resp. l . Thelmn lmn
conditions on the indices l, m are clear.
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